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Before fhe meertng copy each of the directions below on oseparate

member. Place the slips in obasket.
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In the meeting, invite each
group member to drow one slip

• from the bosket. Give these in
structions." fflch slip bos on in
struction written on it. Keep your
instruction secret, for the next 5
minutes, interact with the other
people in the room following the
instruction written on your slip.

Observe whot hoppens, ond then discuss-
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DRuGS and OeSPAiR
# 1 Alcohol is the most widely used drug in the world.
#2 Abusing drugs con affect operson's breathing and cause confused thinking, neniousness, fear, organ damage, nausea and

seizures. . • ji

#3 Withdrawing from drugs causes sweating, shaking, chills, sickness, stamach porn and leg cramps.
#•4 You can auickly become addicted to alcohol and other drugs. , . , j h
#5 Using alcohol or other drugs for pleasure or to fit in, relax or escape problems con dull thinking, harm the body and al ow

poison to moke bod dedsions. Anytnuly ton become on oddkt.

DRuGS: HOoKeD
Place a bowl of Skittles'" or M&Ms'" on the table. Invite volunteers to

come forward, one ot otime, to take one candy from the bowl. When oil who
wish to come forward hove done so, invite anyone who would like one niore '

condy to come forward for one additional candy. / . . ' ;' '

Observe members' responses as they come forward. Do some fake more thdif t
one? Are some trying to sneak more? What comments do they moke about the ,
condies? about only being allowed to take one of the candies?

Allow people to come forward athird h'me for just one more of the canclies, then -
discuss:

• Who would really like to come up and toke more Skittles'®?
• Why are these candies so "addictive"? What do we mean when we say •'

that?

• What about Skittles* is so appealing? the flavor? texture? color? size?
• Describe your craving for Skittles*.
• Now imagine that you ore addicted to these candies. You've got to hove

them. What is the sordid end of your obsession with Skittles®?

Record group members' answers to this final question on chalkboard or
newsprint. Encourage extreme, creative and humorous answers; for example:

:•. You salivate when you hear the word Skittles®.
• You're caught stealing money from your mother's wallet to support your

. habit."

• Your friends start avoiding you because all you folk about is this candy ond
"•' ' jhey don't like your Skittles® breath.
• Your hair falls out because you eat these candies constantly and no longer

Note: Definitions of addiction vary. These activih'es operate with this definition:
Mclion is'lhe use ofd siislonce, belief or behavior to avoid responsibility ond
aneshlize against painful feelings. Write this definition on chalkboard or
newsprint. In these Activities, group members will be encouraged to think of
addiction broadly, identifying not only obvious addictions, like those to alcohol,
drugs or tobacco, but also more subtle forms of addiction, like those to religious
beliefs or behaviors, food, sex, other people or exercise.


